
How can I tell if attendees are engaged? 

Using real-time analytics is key. For example, how  

many are logged in? What’s the percentage for  

audience participation? Later, review the post-session 

analytics to see audience involvement trends. 

What type of data can I collect? 
Second screen technology begins collecting information  

as soon as the play button is clicked. That includes  

log-in events, navigation, device sleep, and any questions, 

comments, and interactions they submit or complete during 

the presentation. This will shape the way you execute  

your experience. 
 

How can I use data to improve future events? 

This data can be used to help presenters design their 

presentations for maximum engagement. For example, you 

can time interactive slides for when they’ll matter most. 

Who operates the system during  
a presentation?

The presentation can be run by the presenter off a laptop  

on the podium, or by an assistant at the tech table, guided 

by the presenter’s slide advancer or cues.

If the conference is not using second screen, 
can I use it for my own presentation?

Yes! Second screen will work for individual sessions. 

Double-check with conference management first to be sure 

the right tech (such as AV, Wi-Fi, Network, etc.) is in place.

How do I filter questions? 

Moderation can be tricky. We offer one-on-one training  

with moderators to share best practices and quick tips,  

as well as provide on-site support.

Is it distracting for presenters to try to field 
questions or feedback from the audience?

We recommend fielding questions at natural breaks  

during the presentation, or every ten minutes. Often, 

a session moderator or one of our techs can help field 

and sort questions. 
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Can I share social content from  
this platform?

Absolutely. You can tweet slides with comments from a 

live presentation, automatically including the presenter’s 

Twitter handle and event hashtag. Even slide content  

can quickly be pushed to Twitter to share great thoughts  

and information!

What’s the most unique use of second screen 
technology you’ve seen?

One presenter used the system to ask the audience what 

aspect of his talk they were most interested in. They then 

used that data to create slides for talks later in the event, 

thus catering to the audience’s stated needs and interests. 

Personalization at its best!


